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Determined to make Ocean Sailor an
international magazine, covering all
aspects of Blue Water cruising, and not just
the mouthpiece of rhetoric concerning the
insanity of bolt-on keels and spade rudders,
I had packed my soapbox away.
However, before it even had time to gather
dust, word reached me that not only had
a Vendee Globe boat’s rudder been torn
off, but the authority which governs such
events, World Sailing, had ordered bolt-on
keels to be examined on a regular basis and
even sooner following a grounding!
My editor often comments on my over
use of exclamation marks, but what other
grammatical emoji is open to me in the
light of such extraordinary news!!!
To cut it short, which the aforementioned
editor tells me I’m not good at, one of
the Vendee Globe competitors broke the
rudder off after hitting an unknown object,
resulting in her hull being flooded and the
steering compromised. I’m pleased to hear
he was able to limp back to port by kanting
the yacht over in the same way Roy Hart,
who featured in last months OS Sailors
Stories, did.
Surprise, surprise! There is all sorts of junk
floating about out there which will damage
unprotected rudders!
I understand why, in search of records and
trophies, racing yachts are designed with
the delta-shaped hull forms that generate
maximum form stability, thereby allowing
them to carry sail areas so vast they can
plane. What I can’t understand is why
anyone should think such hulls and twin
rudder configurations can be appropriate
for cruising yachts, let alone blue water
cruisers.

Christmas Special

While I’ve got your attention from my, now
warm, soapbox, hear this: World Sailing
has now updated its rules for monohulls,
requiring all yachts to undergo a survey
inspection of the keel bolts and the
surrounding infrastructure, at least every
24 months or after any grounding!!!
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Again, although undesirable, it’s
understandable for racers to take risks to
win races but when the authority governing
World Sailing introduces draconian rules
mandating that a professional survey must
be carried out to check bolt-on keels, isn't it
time ALL sailors should realise there has to
be a better solution for offshore yachts and
that this should be reflected by the CE in it’s
highest Category A rating?

Effective 1 January 2021: Evidence of a
structural inspection in accordance with 3.02.2
within 24 months before the start of the race or
after a grounding whichever is the later
Effective 1 January 2021: Inspection after
Grounding – an appropriately qualified
person shall conduct an internal and external
inspection after each unintentional grounding
As someone who created a yacht to combat
all the madness mentioned above, for the
safety of his own family cruising, I am
seriously pleased to announce that I’m
no longer alone as Kraken Yachts with
our hard held design and construction
principles for cruising, are gathering
devotees thick and fast. Now there is light
at the end of the Covid-19 tunnel, thanks
to the announcements of the vaccines
from Germany, America and the UK,
Kraken’s order book is filling up fast. The
next available build slot for a Kraken 50 is
August 2021, plus we have secured the first
order for a Kraken 58 to be built in Turkey.

Another one bites the dust
I’m very sorry to report that we have
just been told Cruising Helmsman, the
Australian hardcopy cruising magazine,
is due to close down after its next issue.
Cruising Helmsman and its Editor Phil Ross
have been staunch supporters of Kraken
Yachts since the very beginning, featuring
Kraken yacht’s on its front cover many
times.
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Why oh why is it still not blindingly obvious
that all blue water cruising yachts should
have fully protected skeg-hung rudders?
Please tell me I'm not going mad? (You’re
not, Ed)

Effective 1 January 2021: Structural Inspection
- Consult the owner’s manual for any
instructions for keel bolt checking and retightening. The following inspection to be
conducted by a qualified person externally with
the boat out of the water. Check that there are
no visible stress cracks particularly around the
keel, hull/keel attachment, hull appendages
and other stress points, inside the hull, backing
plates, bolting arrangements and keel floors.
(See Appendix L – Model Keel and Rudder
Inspection Procedure)
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A bolt-on keel creates an unacceptable
increased risk when the yacht is outside the
range of helicopter rescue and the CE must
(and in time, I wager will) recognise that.
Whether they call it Cat A * or downgrade
the category for yachts that have bolt-on
keels, matters not, but it’s negligent of the
CE authority to blithely ignore what World
Sailing now recognises is a serious safety
issue.
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Readers

Q&A
Please ask any questions or comments you have about any element of blue water
cruising or ocean sailor magazine to hello@oceansailormagazine.com and one
of the OS team will answer you in this section.

Ingo Potsch of Germany

Dear Ingo,

RE: Ocean Sailor article
Medical Emergencies at Sea

Thank you for your comments on the
section on wound management in Part
III of our series of articles on Managing
Medical Emergencies at Sea. You raise an
interesting and important point. Closing
a dirty or infected wound will often make
the infection worse as it provides a perfect
environment for bacteria to multiply in. In
the setting of a dirty, infected or heavily
contaminated wound, the advice you have
received is spot on.

" I would like to mention that I
was told repeatedly by medical
doctors that wounds should
best heal from the inside out. In
the article, closing the wound
is recommended clearly, which
seems like a contradiction to me?"

I referred Ingo’s question back
to Chris and Henry Chandler,
the authors of the series
Medical Emergencies at Sea.

Less serious superficial wounds can be
safely "closed" (edges brought together
after cleaning), but the difference between
that and leaving alone is largely cosmetic.
In a large gaping wound, we would
recommend attempting some form of
closure if, after thorough irrigation, the
wound appears to be clean. This has the
following benefits;

Minimising the risk of infection;
Closure provides a barrier to prevent
bacteria from entering the wound.
Promoting healing;
Bringing the edges of the wound together
allows granulation tissue to form across the
two sides of the wound and helps to speed
up the healing process.

I hope that clarifies our thoughts for you?
Please don't hesitate to get back to us if you
wish to comment further.
Best wishes
Henry and Chris Chandler
Editor's note:
Dr Henry Chandler: MRCS,DMCC,RAMC
Dr Chris Chandler: FRCOG, Fellow of the
Royal Institute of Gynecologist

Haemostasis;
Using deep (if necessary) and superficial
sutures applies some pressure to the tissues
and helps prevent oozing from small blood
vessels.
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Readers Questions
Markus Hofer of Switzerland
" Dear Mr Beaumont,
I love your sailor’s magazine and
I am a keen reader of the really
valuable insights and tips.
Personally, I am still undecided
for my own choice (planning to go
cruising in 2 years). I am swinging
back and forth between a solid
bluewater cruising monohull
(of which the Kraken 50 seems
an outstanding choice!), and a
performance cruising catamaran
(as for example an Outremer 45 or
51). I know this may be an endless
debate and full of compromises and
choices - but I would much value
your thought and insights to this.
Thanks so much"
Hi Markus,
Thank you very much for your question.
You are correct that this may open up an
endless debate but I’ll do my best to explain
my position.
It’s very interesting that David Wilkinson,
who owns the first Kraken 50, asked me
exactly the same question! He cited the
same catamaran, an Outrimmer 45 when
he too was deliberating precisely the same
issue.
These are the reasons I gave him:
The first problem for me is that a
catamaran’s whole design and performance
criteria is based on the principle that it sits
on the water, not in the water. To do that it
needs to achieve a very light displacement,
and when it is kept light, it will skim across
the water quickly. However this is a total
antithesis for the requirements of blue
water cruising. Whatever boat one buys in
preparation for sailing off into the blue,
when it’s loaded up with all the kit and
kaboodle needed for blue water cruising,
it will drop down several inches on its
waterline. When a catamaran sinks down
in the water its sailing characteristics are
compromised, whereas with a monohull it
hardly makes any difference.

The second issue, regardless of what
anyone tells you, is that, other than racing
catamarans, they don't go well upwind.
Their motion and the slamming of waves
impacting on the underside of the hull
bridge can be very worrying when you force
them to windward. It isn't harmonious to
the well being of the crew, especially if you
need to go upwind for a long period.
Thirdly, in very heavy seas most
experienced sailors will want to run off
downwind at a 45 degree to the waves,
rather than run directly downwind. This
avoids taking off and surfing down the
waves, thereby avoiding the dangerous
potential of digging the bow into the
bottom of a wave trough and pitch poling
the vessel. Unfortunately, because a
catamaran has much less grip in the water,
they tend to skid or slide down a big wave,
in which case the helmsman has no real
control over which aspect of the vessel it
presents to the wind and waves.
I presented David Wilkinson with these
arguments. To be honest I think he was
still unconvinced and in two minds, since
he had a friend, who was a proponent of
catamarans, telling him I was talking
baloney.
Several months later I sailed my yacht
Moonshadow on a voyage from New
Zealand to Hong Kong where David lived
and I invited him to sail with me on the
Palau to Hong Kong leg. As we rounded
the top of Luzon island heading into the
Luzon Strait, a notorious stretch of sea that
the western pacific funnels into, the wind

and seas built up hugely, as it often does.
Moonshadow was going nicely on autopilot,
beam reaching across the wind and waves
in 35-40 kts of wind, when David came up
to the cockpit to join me on watch. I was
sitting to leeward so David sat with his
back to the wind and waves. I simply said
‘How do you think your Outrimmer will get
on with that then’? David replied, ‘what’?
I told him to turn round and as he did he
stared at the face of an eight metre sea! As
Moonshadow let the wave glide gracefully
and harmlessly below her, David uttered a
word I certainly can’t print here!
He signed the contract for the first K50 two
days after we tied up in Hong Kong.
A point to note here: One of the key
attributes people consider a catamaran for
is that she stays virtually level, but that's
only true if she’s sailing on a flat sea, which
on ocean crossings, it never is.
Lastly, if a cat gets caught beam-on, to a
big wave crest, and the wind gets under
the hulls, it is not as hard as you may
think to flip a cat over. It does concern me
greatly that once a catamaran goes over she
won't be coming back upright without the
assistance of a crane.
I rest my case for the prosecution. Hope
this answers your question, as I say
I’m sure others will disagree. Feel free
to come back to me with any further
questions.
Best regards,
Dick Beaumont

WIND
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Weather Feature

A Weather
Eye
Part Three
Reading the signs, clouds, wave
trains and the barometer
By Dick Beaumont
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Weather Feature
Satellites have replaced seaweed when it
comes to weather forecasting, but what
happens when you cannot connect for
whatever reason? We know we cannot rely
100% on the availability of that satellite
streamed information being accessible
whenever we need it. Power supply issues,
computer glitches, or supply side failures
can and do happen.

For the same reasons that a skipper should
carry hard copy charts and a sextant, rather
than be totally reliant on the plotter and
GPS, he should also carry a barometer, a
hygrometer and train himself to read the
natural signs, from sea and sky.
Using the wind to cross an ocean develops
a symbiosis between the sailor and the
elements, as the dependency on wind and

wave becomes apparent. Being at one with
the environment is one of the greatest
satisfactions a sailor experiences.
There are many signposts from the sea and
sky that give us clues about the weather to
come, if only we know what to look for.

Wave Patterns
Most people think the first visual sign of a
change in the weather comes from clouds,
but wave patterns often provide an earlier
signal.
The same way surfers use swells that are
produced hundreds of miles from the beach
they break upon, experienced mariners will
look for an underlying wave or swell pattern

that has been generated by a weather
system many miles from the one which is
impacting on them directly.
Look for an underlying swell, not a wave,
this will tell you of the disturbance a
weather system has kicked up in another
part of the ocean or sea you are sailing in
(see Fig.1).

Fig. 1

The ancient Polynesians read the sea and
it's moods, using wave patterns to navigate
to distant islands as well as to understand
the position of weather systems. That might
seem fantastic to modern sailors but Fig.2
below explains how they did it.

Fig. 2
Wave Direction

Polynesian
fishing boat

Area affected by wind
This is a weather
chart
generated
by GRIB
Area
affected
by waves
files on the day of our virtual departure. I’ve
input the passage plan or route I had chosen
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Weather Feature

Clouds

More can be learned from the progression
of the changing cloud formations than
just the observation of the clouds types
themselves.

This illustration shows where in the
atmosphere the various cloud formations
will be.
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Cumulus
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St

Stratus

Cirrus
The first sign that bad weather may be
approaching is the appearance of cirrus
clouds in the upper atmosphere.

Typically, the weather will deteriorate the
following day, perhaps sooner, as the warm
front of the depression approaches.

These clouds are formed by ice crystals and
their streaky look is caused by high wind in
the upper atmosphere. They are commonly
known as ‘Mares’ Tails’, as in the tail of a
horse.

You can’t be certain that bad weather
is coming unless you’ve built up an
understanding of the weather over the
last week or so because the cirrus you
are looking at may be the residue of a
depression which has already passed.
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Weather Feature
Cirrocumlus
These high altitude clouds are quite rare
in that they may only be quite short lived.
They are often seen with, or layering
underneath, cirrus clouds.

They are often referred to as a Mackerel
Sky, which sailors of old said should never
be trusted.

Cirrostratus
These clouds will be seen around 12 hours
before a depression arrives. They are a thin
veil covering the whole sky, producing a
halo around a bright moon. The tighter the
halo’s circle is around the moon, the closer
the approaching depression/storm is.
Cirrus clouds alone do not always herald
bad weather, but the combination of cirrus

As

Altostratus

Lower and thicker than cirrostratus,
altostratus is, when seen in sequence
following cirrus and cirrostratus, further
confirmation a depression is heading your
way. You may see a dimmed sun through
these clouds but they will thicken further to
obscure it in a flat blanket of grey cloud.

Ns

followed by cirrostratus is a sure sign of
bad weather coming. You can expect the
warm front, which is associated with a lowpressure system accompanied by rain, to
arrive first in six to eight hours, depending
on how big the depression/storm is and
how far to one side or other you are of it’s
leading edge.

At the onset of these clouds you can reckon
the warm front, with rain and increased
wind, is close approaching you, and will
arrive in the next four or five hours. Keep
your eyes on the horizon from where the
wind is coming, to witness its arrival.

Nimbostratus

By now you know you are in it! As the
warm front clouds of nimbostratus (Fig.1)
start producing heavy rain, running clouds

of ragged fractostratus, scudding clouds,
will also appear dark and threatening ahead
of the front, as it goes through.

Fig. 1

Fig. 2
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Weather Feature

Cumulonimbus
While you are in the warm sector, although
visibility may be poor due to the higher
humidity, look out for the taller and higher
cumulonimbus clouds. You may be able to
see them in the distance as the cold front
advances (Fig.3).
The cold front is often the most violent part
of the weather system. Winds may veer and
increase considerably as the front hits, then
back again once you are in the cold sector.
Cumulonimbus are also the clouds
associated with thunderstorms, which may,
or may not, be part of a bigger weather
system. You need to be aware of their
proximity to you and the direction they are
travelling in (Fig.4W).

They are caused when warm moist air
starts to ascend quickly into the higher,
colder atmosphere. The rising air leaves a
partial vacuum beneath it and ambient air
rushes in to fill it, creating sudden strong
winds which will veer and then back as the
thunderstorm passes through.
They are towering anvil-headed clouds that
look very menacing, and they often are.
It’s common for a nice gentle warm
breeze of 10kts to turn into a devastating
maelstrom of a white squall in less than 5
minutes with winds of 40kts and horizontal
stinging rain for 30mins, before it is gone
again and back to calm seas, but leaving a
trail of destruction behind it.

Fig. 3

Fig. 4
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Weather Feature

Barometers
It is increasingly rare to find a barometer
onboard a yacht, let alone see someone
using it. It's vital that you have one, learn
how to use it and record the reading hourly
in the ship’s log. A drop of 1 millibar over an
hour is telling you a low-pressure system is
coming or that you are sailing towards it.
Once the barometer starts dropping more

Hygrometers

than 2 millibars an hour, batten down the
hatches and prepare for a blow. A fall of over
3 millibars an hour will mean you're in for a
storm.
What you won't know, without seeing a
weather chart, is how deep that depression
is. They range from around 1,000 millibars
for an average minor depression, to a
category 5 cyclone (hurricanes or typhoons
are the same thing) with a pressure of less
than 920 millibars. Hurricane Wilma was
the lowest ever recorded, at 882 millibars.
The deeper the depression the greater the
wind (See Fig. 5).

Fig. 5

This is a very useful instrument used for
measuring humidity. It will allow you to
determine whether you are now in the
warm sector or cold sector of a depression
or, for example, whether fog is likely to
start forming according to whether the air
and sea temperatures are becoming similar
as well.

Now where is it?
Our satellite communications are still
down, we've watched the clouds, looked at
the wave patterns, checked the barometer
and the hygrometer and we know there’s
a storm coming, but where, in relation
to our position and our intended course,
is it? Face directly into the wind, not
the apparent wind, and if you're in the
northern hemisphere hold your right arm
out from your side (left arm if you’re in the
southern hemisphere) and your right hand
is pointing to the centre of the depression,
give or take 10 degrees. As shown below.

Many years ago I did have the misfortune
to be caught in a severe storm while sailing
from Palawan in the Philippines to Borneo
when an un-forecast typhoon formed (I
didn’t have sat comms back then). We had
battled very heavy weather for 12 hours
when my friend and crew Mark called down
to me at the nav desk saying “it looks like
it is over at last, the sky is blue, the wind
has dropped and the clouds have gone,
Hallelujah!”. I came out into the cockpit,
looked up and saw a perfectly circular big
blue hole in the clouds.

You can't know how far you are from
the centre, but you can determine which
direction you need to sail to move
away from the storm. In the Northern
hemisphere, going ahead directly against
the wind will maintain your distance from
the storm’s epicentre, but bashing dead
upwind isn’t fun at all. Turning to starboard
will take you towards the centre, so a tack
to port is the sensible course to take.

We were right in the eye of the storm! It
was calm for an hour, then we got bashed
for another eight hours as we sailed out the
other side.

Wind
Centre of
depression

If I had known then
what I know now!
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Sailors’ stories

Orca
Attacks
Mystery of killer whale ‘attacks’ on yachts
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Sailors’ stories
Dick Durham talks to
three yachtsmen who
survived horrific Orca
attacks on their vessels.
A coastguard exclusion
zone was imposed
following reports of 40
similar incidents in just
one season.

BANG, the wheel is torn from your hands
and spun violently against the starboard
stop. BANG, before you can regain control,
it’s spun back the other way and slammed
against the port stop. The boat is sheering
from side to side while the wheel continues
to whirr as though at the hands of a marine
poltergeist.
This is what it’s like when a five-tonne
mammal, the size of a small bus decides to

ram your hull at a speed of 30 knots. At least
40 skippers of yachts, fishing boats and
other craft have experienced this or other
frightening assaults from Orca pods along
the Atlantic seaboard of Spain and Portugal
in 2020.
As marine biologists inspect yacht hulls
and record accounts to try and fathom what
has turned these intelligent and sociable
mammals into a major hazard for small

The most sustained attack happened to
skipper Justin Crowther, a 54-year-old
Englishman from west London and his
two Finnish crew, Michael Rosenback and
Johannes Brandt. All three were delivering a
Hallberg Rassy 36 from Tenerife to the UK,
for the respected yacht-delivery company,
Halcyon.

craft sailors, Ocean Sailor spoke to three
yachtsmen who have endured attacks.
These all happened within the vicinity of
Cape Finisterre, Spain during September
and October this year, and are the
culmination of attacks which started
in July.

steering. Eight times the wheel was ripped
from my grasp, so I went below to isolate
the batteries.’
While he was below, he heard Michael
yell: ‘ORCA,’ and Justin rushed back up on
deck and managed to capture one of the
mammals on his video camera.

They had experienced problems with
the autopilot and after pulling into Vigo
for fuel, later found themselves 30 miles
seaward of Cape Finisterre, punching into a
Force 7 headwind under power and heavilyreefed mainsail. They were obliged to handsteer as the autopilot was again playing up.
‘Suddenly I had the wheel ripped out of
my hands,’ Justin told Ocean Sailor, ‘and
I thought the autopilot, even though it
was switched off, was still affecting the
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Sailors’ stories
Coastguard Exclusion Zone

Finisterre
Lighthouse

Then the boat was spun in a complete circle,
four times, by the force of the pod of killer
whales assault.

The tug dropped fresh lines to them and
after two nerve-wracking hours, they
arrived in La Coruna.

By now the wind had increased to a gale.
As a result of the attack, the boat’s
steering quadrant was cracked in half.
When they shipped the emergency tiller
to their dismay they discovered it had to
be operated by a crew sitting in the stern
cabin with another crew member shouting
instructions through an open hatch telling
the emergency helmsman where to steer!

When the boat was slipped the crew were
astonished to find bite marks on the hull,
swirling teeth marks on the bow and
damage to the rudder blade.

Justin decided that in such rough weather
this was too dangerous and radioed the La
Coruna coast guard who sent out a rescue
vessel to tow them in.
A salvage tug came to their assistance and
two steel hawsers covered in protective
nylon were secured to the yacht.
‘We were surfing down waves, which I
expected, but we kept going sideways,
which I did not,’ said Justin. Then to his
horror he realised it was not the rough
towing conditions that were throwing the
Hallberg Rassy about. ‘The Orcas were
attacking the boat again. They were
trying to flick the boat over. One of the
larger mammals even breached in front
of the tug.’
So much confusion was caused to the
handling of the tow that one steel strop
parted. Justin knew he had to let the
remaining one slip for fear of the tow
sheering off to one side. ‘As I went forward
to drop the line an Orca came abeam, on its
side and was staring me straight in the eye.
It was very eerie.’

‘The Hallberg Rassy we were sailing was
an old-style boat built in 1991,’ he said, ‘had
we been in a more lightly-built boat I think
it would have been even more frightening.
These creatures were not messing about.’
Scientists arrived to examine the hull
and take measurements. They told Justin
they were working on the theory that a
matriarch Orca was teaching the art of
killing to her calves. ‘I was told they ram
whales, big sharks or seals in the liver area,
then bite their fins off and then bite out
their tongues letting them bleed to death.’
Another Halcyon delivery skipper, David
Smith, was sailing a Lagoon 45 from Les
Sables d’Olonne from the Vendee in western
France to Gibraltar, with three others.
Because of an exclusion zone for boats
under 15m off La Coruna, put in place by the
Spanish Coastguard who were increasingly
concerned the Orca's behaviour could lead
to injury or death, David, a 59-year-old
businessman from Edinburgh, was 20
miles offshore when a pod attacked an hour
before sunset.
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Sailors’ stories
In the video footage David shot during
the attack, the listener can hear very loud
thumps as the 25ft mammals ram the hulls.
‘There was a terrible banging noise which
was relentless,’ David told Ocean Sailor,
‘they were like the wolves of the sea.’
‘I was very concerned about the rudder
stocks being dislodged,’ he added, ‘leaving
a sizable hole in the hulls. It would
overwhelm the bilge pumps: a scary
prospect.’

getting into a life-raft would not be a
viable option, and because of the exclusion
zone, they were not within VHF range to
request a helicopter rescue. David activated
his satellite phone and called Falmouth
Coastguard who gave him the number for
the Portuguese Coastguard.
They advised staying close to any vessel
which could help. David had seen a fishing
boat which normally, like all yachtsmen, he
would give a wide berth to.

David ordered all on board not to go outside
on deck, ‘the thought of someone losing
their footing, was playing on my mind.’ As
darkness fell the Orcas kept ramming the
hulls: In all, it was a two-hour attack.
David realised if the catamaran sunk,

‘We set the genoa and moved closer to it,’
he said, but eventually, the attack ceased.

‘We prepared the life-raft as the boat was
rocked and spun around,’ he said.

Rob Lott, Policy Manager, at the Whale and
Dolphin Conservation Organisation, told
Ocean Sailor:

‘I noticed that the bigger of the Orcas would
surface just before diving beneath us, take
a breath, and then use its back to swing us
about violently.’
Ashore in La Coruna, Graeme examined
two other yachts which had been attacked
by Orcas. One was a 52ft catamaran, which
appeared to have suffered no damage, the
other a Warrior 40, which had it’s windvane ‘chewed’ by the four-inch teeth of an
adult Orca.
Solo Atlantic sailor, Max Liberson, offered
another theory that Orcas might be
attacking yachts thinking they are
food rivals.

Graeme Walker, his wife Moira and crew
member Stephen Robinson were sailing
Graeme’s Beneteau 47.7, Promise III, from

‘This is baffling behaviour. For many years,
Orcas have been closely associated with the
tuna fishing fleet in the Strait of Gibraltar
and have been observed taking fish off
the long-lines. We can only speculate that
the alarming behaviour of Orcas striking
sailing boats may be related to stress, as
this small critically endangered population
struggles to adjust to the overfishing of its
preferred prey, Atlantic bluefin tuna.’
And yet other reports show that since the
2010 cutback on annual bluefin tuna catch,
the local Orca population has risen from
39 to 60.

the Mediterranean back to the Clyde,
when they too, were attacked off Finisterre,
but only about five miles offshore.
Graeme, 60, from Helensburgh, Scotland,
told Ocean Sailor, his boat’s helm was also
smashed from side to side, in a 45-minute
attack by three Orcas: one an adult, the
other two, calves.
Luckily Graeme had recently had his spade
rudder rebuilt using Kevlar reinforcement
after a survey had identified the rudder
stock had suffered metal fatigue. Even so,
once they had the boat slipped in La Coruna
he discovered the Orcas had bitten off 1.5
square feet of the blade’s foot, leaving the
assembly splintered.

Marine Biologist, Dr Naomi Rose, said
the Orcas could be reacting to increased
noise or pollution, as well as dwindling
food sources. Dr Rose explains that when
food runs low the Orcas metabolise their
blubber, blubber into which toxins have
been stored from pollutants. These toxins
would then dissolve in their bloodstream,
possibly affecting their behaviour and also
being fed to calves from female milk.

We have to stop living
the way we are living,
polluting the seas."
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Understanding
Yacht Design

A three-part series: Part 3
Naval architect Filip Sochaj delves
deeper into the Stability versus
Comfort Motion debate.
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Stability versus
Comfort Motion

Stix

The Stability Index (STIX) and Angle of
Vanishing Stability (AVS) are the two
determining factors of masted hull safety
used by yacht manufacturers and are the
final elements of our yacht design series.

Other numbers and ratios mentioned in
this article have been explained in Parts I
(October issue) and II (November issues) of
this series.

The Stability Index is the only stability
standard regulated by a governing body,
the International Standards Organisation
(ISO), and it is obligatory for manufacturers
of yachts built in the European Union (EU)
or under Conformitie Europeene (CE) to
publish this standard. It is therefore being
adopted all over the world as one of the
principal data references when assessing a
yacht’s characteristics.

capsize; and her ability to throw water out
of the inverted sails. Other hull factors are;
the effect of having a heavier displacement
over a given length leading to an increased
resistance to capsize and the susceptibility
of yachts with flared sides to capsize. On
deck, factors such as the size and position
of cockpit openings are considered due to
their effect on downflooding.

STIX is based on a set of factors for a given
average hull length (LBS). These include
the righting energy the boat’s hull is built
with; her ability to come back upright after

Requirements for stix

For a yacht to achieve a certain design
category under CE it must have a minimal
STIX number as the table below shows:

Design Category

A		B		C		D

STIX shall be greater than STIX (R) =

32		23		14		5

For our consideration for an ocean-going sailing yacht, we are only interested in category A.

Cheating STIX?
Because STIX has many complex factors it
can be ‘managed’ to produce a much higher
stability rating than is perhaps reasonable.
This can be very misleading. For example;
putting a sticker on a deck hatch or port

light saying ‘Do not open at sea’ will hugely
affect the stability rating. Most people
would assume reasonably, that the higher
the stability rating the stiffer the boat
will be, but, as you can see, this cannot be

assumed to be true. As always, the devil is in
the detail, and to gain anything at all from
a yacht's STIX’s rating you must understand
all the elements that comprise it.

STIX Versus Seakindliness
Whilst stability is important if that is
pushed too far, the vessel designed may
have a very jerky uncomfortable motion,
especially in bigger seas. Typically a
catamaran, which is very stable in flat or

light seas will be uncomfortable in heavy
weather, particularly if it is trying to go
to wind. To achieve the highly desirable
comfortable motion needed for a blue
water cruiser, the yacht needs to be able

to roll a little with the wind and waves. An
uncomfortable boat makes for a tired crew,
one of the major causes of navigational error.
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Are STIX category ratings too low?
Many experienced sailors believe that
STIX values are ‘loaded’ to allow some
yacht builders to achieve a higher CE
category for their yachts than they really
deserve. As a result of having the bar set
so low, unsuspecting and inexperienced
prospective yacht owners are being
deceived into thinking their yacht is
suitable to cross oceans because their yacht
has achieved CE category A Ocean status.
Ridiculously CE has tried to avoid this
criticism by trying to determine that ‘ocean
status’ as related to category A rating,
means winds of force 8 and wave heights
of just 4 mtrs. Any ocean voyager will tell

you they expect to experience winds and
wave heights well above this on most ocean
passages. From the table above we can see
that to be considered a Category A yacht,
you need a STIX figure of as low as 32.

boats would lose their Category A ratings.
As American’s say ‘go figure’.
Many voices in the industry consider STIX
is over-rated as a safety measurement.
However, if we must accept that STIX is
here to stay, then the ratings should be
increased to better reflect the yacht's
suitability for ocean passage making.

Even Rolf Eliasson, one of the creators of
The Stability Index, advocates Category A
should be a minimum of 40. You can read
his article on the subject in Professional
Boat Builder magazine, February/March
2003.

Pragmatically, yacht designers in general
believe that STIX should be approximately
equal to the yacht’s average hull length
(LBS) for Category A Ocean. A Kraken 50’s
LBS is 45ft it’s STIX is 52.

If, as we propose, the STIX for Cat A was
raised to 40a whole host of production

AVS (Angle of Vanishing Stability)
The Angle of Vanishing Stability is the
point beyond which the yacht will not
return to the upright position when the

B

heeling forces are removed and instead
will continue to capsize and roll through
360 deg. This is caused when the centre

of gravity of the yacht has overtaken the
centre of buoyancy.

B

B = Buoyancy force
G = Gravity force
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The GZ graph shown above represents the
amount of righting moment the vessel will
have at any given heel point. The point
where the graph crosses the X axis at 128

degrees, is where it loses all of its upright
stability - The Angle of Vanishing Stability.
What follows is inverted stability.

The ISO requires the AVS for Category A
yachts to be at least 110. A Kraken 50's AVS
is 128.
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Achieving higher AVS
Just because a boat is hard to heel at first
does not mean it will have a high AVS.
1. You need a good ballast ratio which helps
keep the centre of gravity low.
2. Good form stability helps shift the
centre of buoyancy outboard therefore
increasing the righting moment.
This is, unfortunately, the same form
stability that will also keep you very
stable when upside down, so you need
some superstructure to counter that, as
explained below.

AVS is an important statistic which
contributes to assessing a yacht's safety
at sea. It must, however, be considered
alongside all the other factors. Our criticism
of Stix is that CE only requires the designer
or builder to publish the STIX’s rating. They
should be required to publish the seven
factors that comprise it as well.

3. Your downflooding points need to be
as high as possible, as they are directly
related to how high and how far the peak
of the GZ curve will be. The further the
peak is the less likely you are to pass it.
4. High volume in the superstructure. RNLI
lifeboats are built to be self-righting:
They achieve this due to very high and
watertight superstructure. They have no
inverted stability i.e. they won’t remain
upside down. A lot of modern yachts
rely on superstructure bouyancy for
for increased AVS too, and rightly so,

as it is very effective. However, when
considering this you have to remember
that a recreational yacht doesn't follow
the same fail-safe specifications for
its hatches, windows and vents as a
Lifeboat. Furthermore, if a portlight
or hatch is left unlocked that greatly
compromises the higher AVS rating
that may have been achieved due to
superstructure buoyancy, so in our
opinion superstructure buoyancy should
be considered as only a partial benefit
when calculating a given vessel’s AVS.

1. FDS - Dynamic stability factor. This
factor represents the inherent righting
energy that needs to be overcome before
loss of stability occurs.
2. FIR - Inversion recovery factor;
represents the yachts ability to recover
after an inversion.
3. FKR - Knockdown recovery factor.
Represents the ability of the vessel to
spill water out of the sails and hence
recover from a knockdown.
4. FDL - Displacement-length factor. This
factor accounts the favorable effect of
heavier displacement for a given length
increasing the resistance to capsize.

5. FBD - Beam-displacement factor. Deal
with the fact that yachts with significant
topside flare are more susceptible to
capsize from beam seas, and increased
mean in relation to displacement.
6. FWM - Wind moment factor. Refers to
increased risk of downflooding caused
my a wind gust on boats where the
cockpit opening or major downflooding
point is below 90 degree of heel.
7. FDF - Downflooding factor quantifies
the risk of downflooding in a
knockdown.

There is no hard and fast rule for any of
the figures and ratios, there are ranges for
each one, but not a definitive value. It is
up to the designer to pick the right one for
the yacht he is drawing. Yacht design is the
art of accommodating and weighing up all
factors to achieve the best outcome BUT the
builder must first decide what their clients
want and direct the yacht designer based on
the priorities the clients will consider most
important.

No yacht can be perfect for
all purposes, but at Kraken
Yachts, we believe it is
possible to achieve perfection
by solely focusing on building
no-compromise blue water
cruising yachts.

In Conclusion
No single set of figures will ever give you
the complete picture, and more often
than not, will provide a false or skewed
conclusion if considered in isolation. Each
ratio and statistic has its limitations and
optimising just one element of them will
lead to a design that is good in some areas
but poor in others, for a blue water cruiser
we need a balanced design comprising all
the stability factors.
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The birth of a

blue water
yacht
With only 12 weeks to go to launch Sofia

Marie, the first K50v2 is shaping up fast.
This month the deck is removed from

the deck mould and work continues on
the interior and cabinetry.
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In-Build at Kraken
The deck mould is moved into
position and strops are connected to
lifting points.

The deck is lifted free of the mould
and checked.

Once turned over, the deck is lifted
onto the hull for dry fitting.
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In-Build at Kraken
The deck is lifted back down, the team set
about removing hatch plants and trimming
the rough edges.

The carpentry team assembles and fits the
interior furnishing structure. In the engine
room, extra sound proof panelling is used
to minimise machinery sound throughout
the yacht.

Plumbing and electrical wiring is neatly
laid. Here we can see the cable trays running
cabling looms throughout the yacht.
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In-Build at Kraken
The generator is the first plant to be
installed in the engine room.

Preliminary flooring is laid prior to the
timber cabin sole. Floor hatches will be built
to line up with the tank inspection hatches.

The carpentry team is working on the
interior cabinetry. The galley units are near
completion and are ready to be varnished.
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In-Build at Kraken
High quality real wood veneers are used
throughout and matched to the solid
wood timbers. Each element is sanded and
prepared for varnishing.

Once ready, the cabinetry is sprayed with
varnish and set to dry.
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In-Build at Kraken
Each element of the cabinetry is checked
and is ready to go to the yacht. This
photo shows the teak cockpit table ready
for final assembly.

This photograph shows a shaped and
radiused fiddle rail. It demonstrates the
extremely high quality craftsmanship
of the carpentry team.

The finished drawers and units are set aside
and ready to be taken to the yacht.
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The Ocean Sailor Knot of the month

Monkey Fist
1

2

Make three turns around your
ﬁngers and wrap the rope end
around horizontally

4

Wrap it around
the horizontal
section three
more times

Most mariners will understand the benefits
of using this knot at the end of a heaving
line. Inserting a solid ball into the monkey's
fist, as in this version,’ is a big plus.
How many times have you seen a mooring
line land short and fall in the water, just
when it’s critical?

5

Insert a ball to
give it a spherical
shape and weight

3

Wrap it
around two
more times

6

Pull to
tighten

Pass it
through
the loop

7

The knot is
complete
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Mariner’s Library
This months recommended reading & watching from the Editor

Blackfish

Adrift

Available on Netflix, Blackfish is a 2013 documentary
about Tilikum, a killer whale calf, netted in the North
Atlantic to be used in pay-as-you-watch swimming
pool stunts. The male orca went on to kill two trainers,
Keltie Burn and Dawn Brancheau, and a member of
the public who climbed into the mammal’s pen out of
hours because he wanted to ‘swim with dolphins.’ David
Duke’s body was found stripped with his genitals bitten
off.

Solo sailor Steve Callahan was 800 miles west of
Tenerife, on passage to Antigua, when what he believed
was a whale, sank his home-built 21ft cold-moulded
wooden boat during the night. He deployed his six-man
life-raft and began a gruelling 76-day ordeal.
Two days later he discovered he’d accidentally
punctured the raft’s floor with his knife in the chaos
of disembarking from his sinking boat. He used his
cigarette lighter to dry the torn edges of the hypalon
before glueing on patches.

Directed By Gabriel Cowperthwaite

Having interviewed yachtsmen attacked by orcas for
our Sailors’ Stories, this month, I viewed Blackfish
for the first time. Watching these 30ft mammals in
synchronised swimming bouts, heading footballs
and wagging their tails like dogs for rewards of dead
mackerel, while popcorn-guzzling humans clapped
and cheered, I understood the potential for an orca to
become a serial killer whale.

By Steve Callahan

I willed Callahan to survive as I turned the pages
recounting his hellish voyage, which took me fewer
hours than he spent days at sea. If there’s one book you
should read to sense how insignificant we are on the
back of the ocean it is Adrift. Adrift was published by
Guild Publishing in 1986 and is currently available to
buy from various outlets.
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Anchorage feature

Dropping
Anchor
Ten of the worlds
greatest anchorages
All cruising sailors have
experienced an anchorage
which has made a lasting
impression, whether it is in
an exotic location, offered
complete shelter from
heavy weather or simply
because the run ashore was

unforgettable. This month we
highlight 10 favourites from
sailors around the world. All
anchorages mentioned are
suitable for yachts with a
draft of 3 m or less.
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Honey
River
From Trystan Grace
Location
Coordinates
Seabed
Protection

Nosy Be, Madagascar
13°42'43.0"S 47°53'45.0"E
Good holding in mud
Protected from all winds
except due west. Flat calm

As you turn the headland and make way
up the channel, you appreciate the safety
and beauty of this anchorage. Named for
the excellent honey from the waterside
villager’s beehives, there are multiple spots
which offer protection and good holding in
mud. We anchored off the first village on
the northern side. Not long after arriving,
a couple of friendly local teenagers rowed
over to sell us fresh mud crabs. They were
delicious. Our best advice is to pour a
sundowner and enjoy the beautiful sunset

Acairseid
Mhor

which floods right up the inlet, as the sun
sets right in line with the centre of this
wonderful anchorage.
The northern reaches of Madagascar
around Nosy Be provide excellent cruising
grounds with calm anchorages overnight
and afternoon winds which are perfect for
sailing to the next idyllic location. This is
a must-visit island if you are planning an
Indian Ocean crossing.

Image courtesy of Mapio

From Dick Durham

Location Rona, Western Isles,
Scotland
Coordinates 57°03'59.9"N 7°17'42.7"W
Seabed Good holding in sand and
mud
Protection Total enclosed and
protected from wind and
swell from all directions

Sailing through the viscous sea was like
nosing through a terrine as the stem of
Sapphire, our chartered Beneteau 423,
pushed aside a Sargasso of jellyfish.
Black and brooding under the grey cloud,
the entrance to our anchorage was
completely hidden by the fissured granite
sentinel islet of Eilean Garbh, covered in
mauve, dun and rust yellow fauna.

Not until we were about to ram the rocks
did we see the channel in. Anyone watching
from the Sound of Raasay would have
seen the white sails and navy blue hull
of Sapphire disappear like magic into the
rock face of Rona as the secret anchorage
swallowed us up completely. The fact a
42ft yacht could simply vanish like that
was testimony to the shelter we enjoyed.
The wind could blow from any quarter: our
Brittany anchor would holdfast.
In this isolated spot I was reconciled to the
fact that no watering hole ( pub) would be
awaiting our thirsts, but I hadn’t factored
in Bill Cowie, who manages Rona, which is
privately owned. Upon hearing my whinge
that our galley alcoholic provisions had run
dry, he produced a bottle of white wine...
and not any old wine, but a vintage Puilly

Fuisse. He refused payment so promises of
reciprocal hospitality were made if Bill ever
made it down to London.
I asked him how he handled being alone; ‘I
have broadband internet, four channels of
TV and books,’ he replied. A 21st Century
isolation.
Rona, also known as South Rona to
distinguish from its northern namesake,
was, in the early 16th Century, the home
of the Macleod clan who used Acairseid
Mhor - known then as Robbers Port - as
a base for piracy. It was bought by Danish
businesswoman, Dorte Jensen, in 1992.
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Blue
Lagoon
From Dick Beaumont

Location Nanuya Lailai, Yasawara
Group, Fiji
Coordinates 16°56'38.4"S 177°22'01.9"E
Seabed Good holding in sand
Protection Totally protected from all
wind directions

I could choose dozens of fantastic
anchorages from the islands around Fiji but
this one is extra special. The fully protected
anchorage sits within a wide, pure white,
sandy bay with a fabulous shallow lagoon
at it’s head. Here we paddled the dingy
around a maze of rocks, small islands and
caves, sculpted by the wind and rain over
millennia, into weird shapes. Many looked
like herds of dinosaurs drinking from the
clear waters of the lagoon. We spent many
hours exploring.

On returning to Moonshadow, my yacht
prior to White Dragon, we were met by the
wife of the village chief who had paddled
out to invite us ashore for a typical Fijian
meal. Pork and yams wrapped in banana
leaves were roasted in a pit filled with hot
rocks covered with sand. We had brought
a traditional gift of Cava for the chief
which we drank with him while the food
was cooking. Strangely none of us could
remember returning to the boat at the end
of the meal…

If ever there was a quintessential postcard
Greek village, Poros would be it. Nestled on
a small hill, Poros is located in the Saronic
Gulf, about 27NM from Athens. Whilst there
is plenty of quay space to moor stern-to, we
would recommend a quieter anchorage as
it can get very busy along the quay in high
season, especially August.

the magnificent views at sunset before
heading back into the town for dinner.
There is plenty of choice when looking for
a restaurant, especially when looking for
fresh seafood. From here you can explore
the many bays the islands have to offer and
it is a stone’s throw to the ancient Corinth
Canal, just over 30NM to the north-west.
Due to its vicinity to Athens, it’s a good spot
to meet family and friends who fly in and
can jump on a ferry to the island.

Poros
From Mawgan Grace
of SV Adela

Location
Coordinates
Seabed
Protection

Greece
37°30'01.0"N 23°26'53.4"E
Good holding in mud
Protected from all wind
directions

As you approach, the first thing you
will spot is the iconic 1927 clock tower
which stands at the highest point. We
would recommend walking up to take in
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Seal
Cove
From Brian Trautman
of SV Delos
Location Vinalhaven, Fox Islands,
Maine, USA
Coordinates 44°05'02.9"N 68°49'09.6"W
Seabed Good holding in mud
Protection Protected from all
directions

A picture-perfect anchorage nestled near
Vinalhaven, on the larger of the two Fox
Islands in Maine, USA with stunning views
and 360 degree protection. Enjoy the peace
and quiet and nature all around you.

As a conservation area with outstanding
natural beauty, it's a great place to go
ashore and enjoy some wonderful hiking,
biking or bird watching. A kayak is also
a great way to explore this beautiful
archipelago. There is moderate cell service
available.

The Bulldog, Tortoise, Robinson Crusoe,
Artichoke, even The Motor Car. Most are
covered at HW in fact only 52 remain with
their heads above water, as this place holds
the European record for range of tide: 15
metres. At LW some rocks grow as high as
five-storey buildings as 5,000 hectares of
water drain away twice a day.

The lighthouse lenses were stolen by the
Nazis in World War II and locals told us the
replacements are not as good. Meanwhile,
the mid-19th Century fort, built to temper
the raids of English blockaders, is now used
for the island’s main industry: lobster pot
maintenance, which probably proves more
effective in tempering the visits of foreign
vessels…

Le
Sound
From Dick Durham
Location I’lle des Chausey, Brittany,
France
Coordinates 48°52'34.0"N 1°49'40.1"W
Seabed Sand and a mooring buoy
Protection Totally enclosed and
protected from wind and
swell from every direction

We anchored at the heart of an archipelago
of 365 strangely-shaped ‘islets’ which
comprise I’lle des Chausey, they have
provided cartographers with a significant
challenge in charting it as well as some
dramatic imagery. There’s ‘The Elephant’,
which is clearly recognisable as a
trumpeting African mammal with its trunk
curled back over its head. There are The
Monks, a group of bald-headed boulders
hunched in habit-shaped sides. There’s

Our boat, Arisaig, a Nauticat 33, looked
like she was anchored in the Grand
Canyon at low tide as we went ashore to
the Siren pub, on the walls of which hang
the watercolours of the famous French
yachtsman, Marin Marie, who lived here
until his death in 1987.
In a stone-built public lavatory, I noticed
that seaweed grew up to waist height on its
walls, being flushed twice a day by Channel
seas.

The Isles des Chasey were regularly
occupied by the English, raided by pirates
and taken back by the French. During the
division of Normandy in 1204, England
was given Alderney, Guernsey, Jersey, Sark,
Herm and the Minkies, but for some reason
the Isles des Chausey were put under the
Tricolour.
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Dassen
Island
From Kevin Ward of
SV Canace
Location Cape Town, South Africa
Coordinates 33°25'02.4"S 18°05'02.6"E
Seabed Good holding in sand but
quite confined due to the
proximity of patches of
kelp and small rocks
Protection Protected from all winds
except north-west

The rugged west coast of South Africa is
not littered with safe anchorages but the
northern bay of Dassen Island is a great
sheltered spot in most wind directions.
The low lying island, situated about 32NM
north of Cape Town and is a good stopover
on your way to Saldana. The island is offlimits except for the researchers that study
the resident bird colonies, however, visiting
yachts are welcome to anchor in the bay.
The island holds a beauty in its rugged,
windswept terrain and a few old shipwrecks
are being claimed by the island they now
call home.

Dassen is said to be one of only two places
in the world to have a strange phenomenon.
In the daylight you will notice a black haze
in the water. This haze is made up of many
tiny black shrimps which come and eat the
marine growth on your hull. Within 2-3
days, the hull can be completely clean. The
only other place in the world recorded to
have these shrimps is Brazil.

After many days exploring the huge inlet
of Whangaroa by dinghy, we sailed across
the narrow straight to Stevenson’s Island
as a pod of dolphins joined us. This is not
unusual in New Zealand, but what made
this occasion so memorable was that the
pod stayed with us as we boxed, then
dropped the anchor. Happy our anchor
was set, they began an amazing show,
jumping 20 feet in the air right alongside

Moonshadow. They were jumping, spinning,
backflipping and side splashing and, as the
show entered its finale, pairs of dolphins
jumped clear together, passing over each
other or head butting! The show ran for
over an hour before they left to find another
audience. I then dived to catch two goodsized crayfish which we cooked for dinner.
As the sun dropped down, I thought life
doesn't get much better…

Stevenson’s
Island
From Dick Beaumont

Location Whangaroa, North Island,
New Zealand
Coordinates 34°57'48.6"S 173°46'44.1"E
Seabed Good holding in sand but
only in a small area in this
precise location
Protection Protected from all winds
except North West
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Hog
Cay
From Brian Trautman
of SV Delos
Location Bahamas
Coordinates 23°23'40.5"N 75°28'02.3"W
Seabed Anchor in sand, excellent
holding
Protection Good protection from E,
SE, and even a little bit of
N directions. Flat calm, no
rolling here!

Located in the most remote part of The
Bahamas in the Ragged Islands. Cool
“cruiser run” yacht club on the beach
with shade, BBQ, and plenty of cruiser
maintained hiking trails. Amazing
swimming, hiking, and snorkelling.
There is good cell phone service from
Duncan Town. One of the most picturesque
beaches in The Bahamas.

Here’s a video we made about it:

In truth, we could have selected many
anchorages down the Turkish coastline.
Before sailing the region, I had only
considered the Greek islands which do
indeed offer great spots to sail and stop,
however the Turkish coast is littered with
perfect sheltered anchorages. Many of the
anchorages boast an ancient castle or ruin
and a great restaurant. This region is also
incredibly cheap to cruise when compared
to the western Mediterranean.

The islands around Göcek are especially
beautiful and with the relatively close
proximity to the small pretty port, it is
a great place to meet family or friends
who can fly down to the nearby airport
of Dalaman. The spot we chose was far
enough from the town to be very quiet,
with beautifully clear water.

Göcek
From John CostiMouyia

Location Fethiye, Turkey
Coordinates 36°42'48.5"N 28°54'05.9"E
Seabed Good holding in sand,
anchor and moor stern to
Protection Protected from all wind
directions

Share your
favorite...

For your chance to be featured in our new
'Anchorage of the Month' (from January
2021 issue), tell us all about your favourite
anchorage! Email us with your pictures,
it's name, location, seabed structure, wind
protection and why it's your favourite
anchorage.

Click here to email us
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The 12
days of
Christmas
It’s that time of year again. What gift do you
give to your sailor friends or family? Most
chandleries don’t stock enough ribbon to tie a
red bow around a Kraken Yacht! But they have
got the stocking fillers to go with it.
The editorial team at Ocean Sailor have
compiled their favourites...
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12 days of Christmas

1 AnchorRescue

By Scanmar international

Price: £349 / €391 / $465

Click here to Visit the website

With this device you do not have to rig a
tripping line on your bower anchor. There
is a lifting chain already attached to the
anchor from the shank end to the crown.

If the anchor is fouled the retrieval unit
is dropped down the rode and connects
automatically to the lifting chain, capsizing
the anchor and enabling it to be lifted.

2 Thermal Rope Cutter

By marinetech

Price (FROM): £60 / €67 / $80

Click here to Visit the website

A great addition for any sailor looking to
cut and splice onboard. The best way to
prevent synthetic rope from fraying is to
melt the ends, but everyone who has done it
knows it's a slow, messy, smelly operation

that often results in flaming drips and
burnt fingers. Instead, use this handheld
heat gun, which cuts and seals the ends of
synthetic rope in one quick operation.

3 Premium Bosun’s Chair

By West marine

Price: £113 / €126 / $150

Click here to Visit the website

Having the right bosun’s chair can make a
huge difference in how quickly a job aloft
is completed. The Premium Bosuns’ Chair
features a sturdy 18" wide 3/4" plywood
cored seat with a high-density foam pad to
provide comfort. Strong tubular webbing

straps are double stitched using contrasting
thread to allow for quick and easy
inspection. A large detachable bag holds
tools and parts to free up both hands while
ascending or descending the mast.
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4 Soft shackles

By West marine

Price (FROM): £23 / €25 / $30

Click here to Visit the website

Superb alternative to conventional shackles.
Light, strong, dependable, and useful for
all sorts of applications where a stainless
shackle would otherwise be employed. One
end is a knot; the other end is an eye splice.
Our conservative tests show breaking

strength greater than the line itself.
Dyneema SK-75 connectors are lighter,
stronger than steel, and best of all, they are
“soft” and kind to anything they attach to
or bang into, including your head!

5 Solar Inflatable Lantern

By LUCI

Price: £15 / €17 / $20

Click here to Visit the website

Ideal for leaving on deck when you go
ashore from a lonely anchorage. This findyour-way-back emergency light uses a
rechargeable 350 mAh lithium-ion battery.

It has 25 lumens, five modes including S.O.S,
and lasts up to seven hours on a single
charge. Lightweight and waterproof.

6 9555 Portable Sat Phone

By Iridium

Price: £765 / €860 / $1020

Click here to Visit the website

Global coverage at your fingertips with this
hand-held sat phone. Water and shockresistant and similar in size to a regular
cell phone. Ruggedly built with the ability

to send texts to phones or email addresses.
Also acts as a modem, connecting to the
internet at 2.4kbp/s via your computer.
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7 CrewWatcher

8 DECKVEST 6D

By Weems & Plath

Price: £67 / €75 / $90

Click here to Visit the website

CrewWatcher is an app-based crew alarm
system that is the fastest way to rescue
a person who has fallen overboard. The
system works like a virtual lifeline and is
made up of two components; a smartphone
application and a small beacon that
can be comfortably worn by each crew.
The beacon does not require complex

manual activation. The alarm will trigger
automatically in a Man Overboard (MOB)
event. Should someone go overboard,
after sounding the alarm, the app will
automatically provide lat/long coordinates
of the MOB event, the time of the event, and
will visually guide the rescuer using the
virtual MOB compass.

By Spinlock

Price (FROM): £230 / €291 / $369

Click here to Visit the website

Fully featured, lightweight, front opening
lifejacket harness with automatic inflation
and optional harness release system.
It can also be upgraded with a personal

AIS / MOB device such as the Ocean
Signal MOB1 which can purchased for an
additional: £218 / €245 / $290.
Click here to see the MOB1

9 inReach Mini

By GARMIN

Price: £300 / €295 / $350

Click here to Visit the website

inReach Mini is your go-to connection for
maintaining off-the-grid contact. Open up
inReach and your phone to new capabilities
by using the Earthmate® app. It’s the
palm-sized satellite communicator for
adventures where size and weight matter.

Allows two-way messaging and location
tracking/sharing to connect to the ones
who matter. Weather downloads are also
available. Subscriptions from £14.99 /
$14.95 /mo (can be started and stopped at
any time).
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10 Sperry Multimeter

By marinco

Price (FROM): £53 / €59 / $70

Click here to Visit the website

It might be a very simple gift but a good
voltmeter is an essential piece of equipment
on any yacht. The Sperry Instruments
9-Function Digital Multimeter is capable
of testing 4V-750V AC and 400mV -1000V
DC current. This unit also measures AC/DC
amps, frequency (10Hz-10MHz), capacitance

(40nF, 400nF, 4µF, 40µF, 100µF), resistance
(400, 4K, 40K, 400K, 4M, 40M) and
continuity (audible), plus performs diode
testing. There is also a relative delta
function to display a change in readings
and a low impedance function to trace
ghost voltage.

11 Wave + Multi Tool

By Leatherman

Price: £75 / €83 / $100

Click here to Visit the website

There is a magnitude of multitools on the
market but Leatherman really are the
pioneers with Tim Leatherman’s Pocket
Survival Tool. Leatherman themselves have

many multitools for various applications,
however, the Wave has been a staple of
their line for many years.

12 Flipper Folding Winch Handle
Price: £154 / €169 / 205

Click here to Visit the website

Flipper is the only foldable winch handle
in the world; its unique characteristic lies
in an innovative operation that allows it to
be opened and closed through a patented

system. This allows you to leave the crank
closed on the winch while winding and
releasing the rope, avoiding the risk of
losing the crank at sea.

By easysea
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YACHT CLUBS & INSTITUTIONS

The Royal
Cruising Club
By
Paul Heiney, Commodore

Pictured: Peter Pye
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You’d expect a club with so much saltwater
running in its veins to have at least been
born somewhere near the coast. The truth is
that it began as an association of gentlemen
from the UK’s City of Wolverhampton - not
a well known coastal town - and it grew
from there. The club was formally created
in 1880 when this newish sport of going to
sea for leisure was just emerging; until then
you went to sea to fish or to do trade, or
possibly race, but certainly not to ‘cruise’.
The club’s rules give a clue to its
inspiration, and the rule is still the same
today; ‘ …to facilitate cruising by amateurs
in yachts, boats and canoes.’ Sailing canoes
were, apparently, common in those days
and the thirst for all styles of cruising had
been created by the publication in 1867 of
‘The Voyage Alone in the Yawl Rob Roy’ by
John MacGregor (pictured below). This was
an account of his 1,500-mile voyage in a 21
footer from Limehouse in London to Paris
via the Seine. The book was a huge success
and became known as ‘the book that
launched a thousand ships’.

It certainly created a wave of enthusiasm
for exploration in small boats, and while
at the time there were coastal yacht clubs
a-plenty, their principal focus was on
racing. The Cruising Club (it’s original
name) became the home for those who took
their cruising, not racing, seriously.
That remains true to this day. There is
nothing exclusive about membership of the
RCC, only an ability to show that the idea of
cruising makes your heart beat faster, that
your ambition is always to see what lies
across the horizon. In the words of those
original rules, ‘..the furtherance of the best
aspects of cruising under sail throughout
the world in accordance with the highest
traditions of the sea’.
Each year, the club publishes a journal,
called Roving Commissions, in which
members write logs of their voyages that
season. Work your way through the volumes
and it is like reading an entire history
of cruising as you start to understand
how cruising boats evolved, destinations
became ever further afield, adventures
more testing. It is available for anyone
to read online and contains every edition
going as far back as 1883 (go to rcc.org.
uk/publications). Have a look at that very
first edition and you will see that canoes
were even cruising the north of Spain. Read
the account by Hamilton Williams and
learn how he discovered a sailing canoe in
Weymouth, christened it ‘Lout’, and set sail
for Paignton.

If you work your way through the volumes
- and I can promise you there is no more
pleasurable way to spend a winter evening
- you will soon start to spot names that
rightly belong to the cruising hall of fame.
Claud Worth was a member, an early vice
commodore who made his reputation
through his instructional books, notably
‘Yacht Cruising’ published in 1910, which
further fuelled the development of the
sport.

Eric Hiscock together with wife Susan more
or less invented the idea that a couple of
‘ordinary’ sailors could set off and in safety
sail all the way around the world.

Pictured: Eric Hiscock at the helm of Wander III
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Pictured: Beryl Smeeton

Names leap out at you as you read the
journals; Earl Brassey, Mulhauser, Peter
Pye, Miles and Beryl Smeeton, David
Lewis and many others. The hall of fame
continues to grow with many recent
illustrious voyages to high latitudes and
elsewhere, all by names which will, in time,
be recognised as great contributors to the
business of cruising.
Of course, it is not only a club for those who
set themselves the greatest challenges.
There are members who undertake cruises
in home waters, but doing so in the spirit
of those early members who simply wanted
to go to sea. It makes the RCC a very broad
church.

The RCC gives back to the cruising
community through its charitable arm, the
Pilotage Foundation. Consisting mostly of
RCC members, the Foundation has made its
task to publish pilotage material for those
parts of the world which no commercially
minded publisher would consider. There
is never going to be a fortune to be made
from publishing cruising guides to the
Philippines, or the coast of Uruguay, but
if the Pilotage Foundation senses a need
then a member will be invited to compile
an appropriate book. Of course, they cover
more popular areas too, and a Pilotage
Foundation book will get you safely all the
way from Ushant to the Med, or up to the

Paul Heiney
Paul Heiney, 71, and his wife, Libby Purves,
OBE, are both keen sailors, prolific authors
and respected journalists. Paul has been
a radio and TV broadcaster for more than
40 years covering stories for BBC Radio 4’s
Today programme, as well as consumer
programmes including You & Yours and
Watchdog.

Baltic and Norway. There’s even a pilot for
Cape Horn waters - I wrote it! There is a
wealth of world-wide cruising information
at rccpf.org.uk
Everyone who belongs to the club is proud
of its history and strives to maintain the
standards that the founding fathers laid
down. But we are all amateurs, we make
mistakes like everyone else, but we all
know that cruising is addictive and that’s
what keeps the club alive.

Paul Heiney (Commodore 2019 - )

In 2005, Paul completed a solo transatlantic
crossing in the OSTAR and wrote a book
about his experiences, Last Man Across the
Atlantic.
Libby, was also a long-time radio
broadcaster, working as a reporter on the
Today programme and hosting the BBC
Radio 4 Midweek magazine programme
for many years. She continues to write
a column for Yachting Monthly and The
Times and has written 12 novels.
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From The Galley

Bean &
Pulse Stew
By Dick Beaumont
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This is a really staple dish for ocean
passage making for five reasons...
1. Since it contains no meat or fish it

will last for several days without
freezing, so a nice big pot can be
cooked up and put on standby for
crew that need a hot and tasty meal

at any time day or night. You’ll
enjoy it far more than any pot
noodle!
2. On a long crossing, the freezer may
become very depleted. A relatively
small amount of the dried beans
and pulses can feed several crew
for several days, can be stored

indefinitely and takes up very little
room in a galley drawer.
3. It’s a one-pot dish that is very easy
to make.
4. It’s very low cost; a meal for four
hungry crew will cost less than 3
Euros!
5. It’s very good for you and the planet.

INGREDIENTS
• ¼ kg dried butter bean (you can use any dried
beans)

• ¼ kg dried black eyed beans (you can use any
dried beans)

• ¼ kg dried chickpeas (or again you can use any
dried beans)

•
•
•
•
•
•

¼ kg yellow lentils or toor dall
1 kg onions
½ head garlic
6 large tomatoes or 2 tins chopped tomatoes
3 tbsp tomato paste
Bunch of fresh coriander leaves or mug of

chopped frozen coriander leaves

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 green or red chillies or ½ tsp chilli powder
2 dried bay leaves
¼ cup olive oil or sunflower oil
3 tbsp ground cumin
3 tbsp ground coriander
1 tbsp ground cardamom
½ tsp ground nutmeg
½ tsp ground black pepper
½ fresh lemon
1 tsp sea salt or to taste.
Water as needed
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Method
Put the beans, chickpeas and lentils/
dall in a large dish, cover with
water three times the depth of the
beans and let stand for 24 hours to
rehydrate the beans and pulses.
When the beans and pulses are fully
rehydrated put them in a deep pot,
add water only. Simmer at a low level
until they soften but still have some
bite.
Finely chop the onions and gently fry
them in the oil until they are clear
without browning. Add the garlic,
also finely chopped, continue frying
on low heat for 15 mins. Make sure the
onions and the garlic don’t brown.
Add all the spices and the chillies
(also finely chopped) and fry into the
onions and garlic. Be careful not to
burn the mixture, add a little more oil
if too dry.
Add the tomatoes; skinned and
chopped, or the two tins of chopped
tomatoes.
Add water (one pint + or -) so the
beans are well covered
Add tomato paste.
Add fresh or frozen coriander,
coarsely chopped.
Add dried bay leaves.
Squeeze the juice from half of the
lemon into the pan, then cut the
squeezed half lemon into four and
add to the pan.
Simmer on a low heat for 2 hours
stirring occasionally...be gently.
Add salt to taste.
Serve with bread, pasta or rice.

Enjoy and let me know how it went
hello@oceansailormagazine.com
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